
 

Senate Meeting #29 
 

Meeting Date: May 1st, 2018 Meeting Time: 5:30 P.M. -  7:32 P.M. 

Location: USG Conference Room Note Taker: Andrea Valverde 

 
 

Attendees: 

Isabel Arias | President Derny Fleurima | Executive Vice President 

Andrea Valverde | Executive Secretary Suzanna Egan | Executive Treasurer 

Carlton Maddix | VP of Academic Affairs Daniel Morote | VP of Legislative Affairs 

Erica Yang | VP of Student Services Frances Subervi | VP of Campus Affairs 

Andrew Windsor | Chair of The Constitutional 
Review Committee 

Arvis Chen | Chair of Clubs & Organizations 

Brandon Paillere | Chair of The Arts Committee David Barros | Chair of Finance 

Emma Jorgensen | Chair of Appeals [ABSENT] Nicole Taniguchi | Chair of Marketing 

Rachel Liang | Chair of Graphic Design Aaron D’Souza | Representative Senator 

Arseny Averyanov | Representative Senator Brian Ronquillo | Representative Senator 

[ABSENT] Hamed Doumbia | Representative 
Senator 

Liam Giordano | Representative Senator 

Lin Lin | Representative Senator Mark Vilk | Representative Senator 

 
 
*Meeting begins at 5:30 P.M.* 

PASSING OF THE MINUTES 

 
Minutes #28: Motion Passes 14-0-0. 



REPORTS 

 
 

I. David Barros | Chair of Finance 
A. Motion to allocate Alpha Kappa Psi $3,500 

1. Motion Passes: 11-0-3 
B. Motion to allocate ASEDOM $5,455 

1. Motion Passes: 12-0-2 
C. Motion to allocate Delta Sigma Pi $3,565 

1. Motion Passes: 11-0-3 
D. Motion to allocate FUSION $8,340 

1. Motion Passes: 10-0-4 
E. Motion to allocate GLASS $835 

1. Motion Passes: 12-0-2 
F. Motion to allocate Investment Management Group $1,010 

1. Motion Passes: 12-0-2 
G. Motion to allocate Intervarsity Christian Fellowship $9,858 

1. Motion Passes 10-0-4  
H. I allocated Traders at Baruch $445, they’re here to discuss the allocation. 

1. Club: GIM low on refreshments, hosted events at trading floor and we’ve provided food. 
Half of sign in sheets, underestimated our costs for trading competition. We need $160 
and we want to give out presents so we want $250.  

2. David: GIM, allocation was given out based on past data. You guys spent $30 in GIM, 
allocated in misc but you took $20 out. You guys didn't spend money in refreshments. 

3. Club: We hosted a lot of events in the trading floor and we couldn’t bring food there. 
4. David: Is there any way you can get the funding from co-sponsorship or appeals? 
5. Club: I don't think we can get enough money in co-sponsorships 
6. David: You could get up to $500 from USG. 
7. Isabel: Soft vote on how the table feels increasing some amount in refreshments? 

Majority in favor.  
8. Emma: I saw they started with 0 in refreshments so I don't think it's fair to say they didn't 

spend money because they had to move it from other lines so that’s why I support 
increasing the line.  

9. Rachel: But we do our allocation based on previous spending. 
10. Isabel: What if we treat it like a new event? 
11. David: Then we could give them 60% of the asked amount. 
12. Emma: GIMs in the past were held on the trading floor? 
13. Club: We had 2-3 in the semester. The trading floor was full and we are thinking of 

booking a room in the future.  
14. Suzanna: Have you had an event not in the trading floor? 
15. Club: Yes we’ve had events in the classroom. Only asking for $200. 
16. David: We could only give 60%. 
17. Soft wote on giving them $120 fails 
18. Soft vote on allocating $100 fails 
19. Carlton: I’ve been to their GIM and they have a lot of people. 



20. Erica: If we allocated anymore than what David said 65%, then what's to say other clubs 
won’t come and say the same thing. 

21. Suzanna: There’s no payment history, we can’t just say the club has status.  
22. Emma: Normally, when giving money to a new line, how do you do it? 
23. Isabel: Room, projected number of attendees, if there will be food, what are you asking 

for and they look up the prices for it. New events is harder. 
24. Soft vote on not changing it at all and leaving it at $60 fails. 
25. Arseny: Previous meetings were in a place where they weren't allowed food, now they 

will have it a place where they can have food, they have a lot of people at their events. 
Same event with same amount of ppl but now in a place where they can have food, I don't 
see why we can't give them 60%. 

26. Andrew: I agree with Arseny. 
27. Lin: Based on number of April 21st. They have new vouchers coming in April 27th. I 

would feel comfortable giving them some more because they showed they spent.  
28. Soft vote on increasing it to $120 passes, 
29. Club: Trading competition, $200 more in misc.  
30. Andrew: They only originally requested for $100 so that’s as much as we could allocate. 
31. Isabel: What we received had asked for $100, we can’t allocate more than what was 

asked for. 
32. Club: I didn't know we would need more money.  
33. David: They weren't able to have any GIM this year. 
34. Andrew: Why bother giving $70 extra if they’re just going to come co-sponsor? 
35. Suzanna: They cant get the data without the competition, so we know they will have to 

come back regardless. 
36. Emma: $60 for a  GIM is $1.50 per person, by increasing it they will be able to provide 

more food.  
37. Soft vote on increasing trading competition misc fails. 
38. Club: Co-sponsorship guaranteed? 
39. Isabel: Not guaranteed, but if you provide the correct information, it is likely that it will 

be given. 
40. David: Motion to allocate Traders @ Baruch $505 

a) Motion passes 12-0-2 
I. We also have representation from TSO. 

1. Club: co-sponsorship money, allocated $50, but we requested for $300. Wanted to 
propose to increase it to at least $150. We want to be able to co-sponsor more so transfers 
get to know more clubs available. 

2. David: Co-sponsorship activity for this year, they only spent $20 in refreshments. 
3. Club: We want to co-sponsor with social clubs like chit chat, UCLA, honor societies. We 

wanted to make sure the, ISO, wanted to make sure transfers have the opportunity to 
experience other clubs. 

4. Andrew: It says here you’ve only co-sponsored twice, is that accurate? 
5. Club: Yes. 
6. Isabel: I remember last year the max we could do is double the allocation and the most of 

the proposed allocation. Since they were allocated $240, so he should have been allocated 
$120. 

7. David: Usually, they should have a plan. 
8. Frances: Isn’t it for future board to not make the same mistake, this e-board will reflect 

on the next board 



9. Erica: For any other clubs, David, did you give more than half the double? 
10. David: No. 
11. Soft vote on increasing co-sponsorship refreshments to $120 passes. 
12. Motion to allocate the TSO $1,790 

a) Motion Passes: 11-0-3 
J. Representation from any other club? Model UN is here. 

1. Club: We wanted to reiterate, big reason as to why we weren't able to fulfill our on 
campus budget because we had a lot of pressure from the weissman school who gives us 
a substantial amount to go to the national conference to get an award so they could 
continue to fund the award. Significant amount of time devoted to train. $500 from 
weissman. Now we will be able to spend more time on campus activities.  

2. David: They were allocated $350 in GIM refreshments and spent nothing so they were 
allocated half. 

3. Isabel: Do you have any receipts of expenditures? 
4. Club: We have a receipt of $62. We didn't want to change the amount we just wanted to 

explain why we did not allocate our resources correctly, we will use them in the future. 
5. David: No modification Motion to allocate Model United Nations $5,735 

a) Motion Passes: 10-0-3 
K. Motion to allocate Lexington League $3,115 

1. Motion Passes: 11-0-2 
L. Motion to allocate NABA $9,760 

1. Motion Passes: 10-0-3 
M. Motion to allocate the NYC Hong Kong Club $3,215 

1. Motion Passes: 11-0-2  
N. Motion to allocate Residence Hall Council $1,065 

1. Motion Passes: 10-0-3 
O. Motion to allocate Sigma Alpha Delta $8,631 

1. Motion Passes: 10-0-3 
P. Motion to allocate SOCA $5,570 

1. Motion Passes: 10-0-3 
Q. Motion to allocate The Art Club $600 

1. Motion Passes: 11-0-2 
R. Quick shout out to my vice chairs Brian, Aaron, Lin. 

 
II. Radhika Kalani/Emma Jorgensen | USG Budget 2018-19 

A. Radhika: Proposition to the budget, changes in programming and operating, summary. 
1. Programming, decided to deduct $5,375 in development and community relations from 

the refreshments line.  
2. For occupational and intellectual events, we’re subtracting $2,000 from contractuals and 

$2,000 from misc, this amount was not spent this year. We are planning to have some 
intellectual events so that will cover the amount not spent there. 

3. For Emotional Spiritual and Physical Events, we wanted to add $1,000 to contractuals to 
bring massage chairs. 

4. For social events adding $10,000 to contractuals to cover servers and bash, adding almost 
$20,000 to refreshments because a lot of money was taken out from other events to cover 
for social events. We have a lot of events, we basically zeroed out in refreshments for this 
year. Subtracting $2,000 from misc because not all was used. 



5. For contests and co-sponsorships, taking out $5,000 from misc because we usually give 
refreshments same thing with contractuals, we are removing $4,000, refreshments is still 
there. 

a) Suzanna: Contests and co-sponsorships, not all clubs & organization money, in 
that is co-sponsoring clubs.  

b) Brandon: Next year Josh is bringing back film challenge, would that be 
considered a contest? 

c) Radhika: It would be from the contests budget. 
6. Mandatory costs, we talked to May from accounting unit, breakdown; auditing $581, 

mandatory overhead $389, and accounting $9,339 so basically this tripled so we had to 
add some money $5,145. 

a) Damali: Everyone in the college association, they all have these mandatory 
costs. 

b) Isabel: Why is it in both budgets programming and operating? 
c) Damali: Because they’re separate budgets. 

7. Now, moving onto the operating budget. No changes to Advertising and Promotion. 
Adding $8,000 in equipments for fixed assets to replace this whiteboard, microwaves, 
phone, fridge… 

a) David: New phone for every office? 
b) Emma: Just my office cause the other ones worked.  

8. Office expenses- no changes to that. Other expenses include executive stipend, added 
everything and $1,770 is actually missing, probably because the secretary and VP make 
$400 now.  

9. Bursars is under Personnel, amount that is in the current USG office is for 2 bursars, pay 
is going to be changing, rough estimate so we added a third that will be there because 
Raul wants to have 3 bursars so we added $4,000. 

10. For conferences under Programs, we removed $1,000 in refreshments, we don't predict 
spending the rest of the money left there. Also, added $3,000 to the original budget of 
$9,000 for office/meetings refreshments.  

11. Special projects, awards dinner no changes. Sustainability improvements, we spoke with 
Nico and his plans are to get a moss wall, and giving out water canteens, so with all of 
that we have taken out $20,000, because all his costs added up to about $20,000 so it 
didn't make sense to give him $45,000.  

12. Leadership Weekend no changes. For USG Retreat, $300 taken out from supplies, adding 
$10,000 in contractuals for retreats. For diversity initiatives just took out from 
contractuals and put $3,000 in refreshments because it’s the most used.  

13. No changes in marketing/promotional items. Last is the mandatory expenses they broke it 
down for us. Adjustments made based on that.  

14. Summary: 15k increased in programmings, refreshments and contractuals. Overall 
change in operating increased by 13k; for office equipment, executive stipends, office 
meeting, usg retreats. Total budget $440,632.00 

a) Andrew: Wanted to know how much leadership weekend costs entirely? 
b) Savanna: $20,000 for 100 people to go.  
c) Andrew: Marketing/promotional items, staying the same but before there were 

statements made to decrease the guide from 4000 to 2000 copies, so if that's the 
case what will you spend it on?  

d) Suzanna: No money spent on marketing, even if they decreased their purchases 
they are going to increase their marketing.  



e) Andrew: How much did the books cost? 
f) Suzanna: $6,600  
g) Emma: Talked to Kevin Taylor, he wants to give them out to first-year students. 

Tabling.  
h) Brandon: How are you going to do it with transfer students? 
i) Damali: Next year, there will be 2 days for convocation, one for first year and 

second day for transfer students.  
j) Andrew: How much will be going into surplus Suzanna?  
k) Isabel: We don't know yet.  
l) Andrew: Adding to the surplus by almost $50,000. 
m) Suzanna: No, because we don't know.  
n) Isabel: We don't know if we’re funding Nico’s project.  
o) Suzanna: We don't take much from programming because it’s not active .  
p) Andrew: How do you expect to not add to the surplus like we did? 
q) Emma: 2 town halls, career day, asked clubs what they were looking for, storage 

bins, etc. Spend more on retreat, team building.  
r) Radhika: Appeals, clubs & org get more clubs to co-sponsor with us.  
s) Emma: We talked to May about appeals, we didn’t spend enough money 

because every year we have a surplus. We’re aware of surplus being an issue 
and we will aim to not have any surplus. 

t) Brandon: $5,000 decrease in community relations, other than us not spending it 
this year, why are you taking that amount out? 

u) Suzanna: Not many events fall under community relations, social events happen 
in the MPR. 

v) Isabel: They took money out of there but increased social events. 
w) Suzanna: It was all spent but they were really all social events. 
x) Carlton: I think it's excessive for the senate meeting. 
y) Suzanna: In general we did not fund any committee meetings. That's up to their 

discretion. Senate meetings did vary in price. I will be moving money into the 
line to cover the rest of the meetings. This food we had today was $500.55 . 
Food last week was $350. Each week average to $310 and we’ve spent more last 
2 weeks. 

z) Isabel: $19,375 as the addition to refreshments in social events.  
aa) Emma: $5,375 from development and community relations and $4,000 from 

contractuals and misc from occupational and intellectual events to cover 
refreshment costs for social events. 

bb) Erica: 8 events total, $1,600 plus large scale events, midterms week events all 
from refreshment, after I did the math it's about $30,000. I was thinking $30,000 
would be a safe number. The increase would put it to $31,313. We’re already 
moving money this year so why not have it there to begin with.  

cc) Isabel: Additional $10,000 in contractuals? 
dd) Emma: Also, food truck, bearcats on ice, and additional bash costs as we’ve 

been warned this year is going over budget. 
ee) Isabel: We haven't ran out of contractuals this year, so what was the 

specification? 
ff) Emma: We just increased it more because bash costs more, so we thought this 

would be a safe estimate.  
gg) Brandon: Contractuals for arts committee… 



hh) Suzanna: What’s left in contractual right now, most will go to bash.  
ii) Isabel: $10,000 seems excessive to me.  
jj) Suzanna: We didn’t pay for contractuals event, so that probably won't happen 

again next year. 
kk) Erica: A lot of events that I thought about doing but we couldn't because it 

consisted of contracts.  
ll) Emma: USG isn't like a club so if we don't have the funding we would have to 

appeal to the BOD.  
mm) Andrew: Why are we increasing the budget if every year we have a surplus? 

And now we are scrambling to waste the 1 million in surplus. 
nn) Emma: We do understand the gravity of spending the money.  
oo) Suzanna: Why is operating budget going up by 13k if you're taking out $20,000? 
pp) Emma: It’s the retreat, microwaves, and accounting costs.  
qq) Motion to allocate USG’s budget for fiscal year 18-19 $440,632 

(1) Motion Passes: 12-1-1 
 
III. Arvis Chen | Chair of Clubs & Organizations 

A. The Cybersecurity club waiting patiently. President is here with us, and benjamin treasurer, chris 
social media chair.  

1. President: Good evening, Mayisha, president of club. Founded in August of last year. 
Today Arvis will present our presentation to you, hopefully you find us to be a unique 
and useful club to Baruch because we think there's an interest to cybersecurity in Baruch. 

2. Arvis: I hope you guys have read it all. Highlights: Raise awareness about cyber security. 
Caters to cybersecurity, CIS, and IT majors. About a year, have a lot of connections with 
their professors. Every single one of the members are cyber security majors. ISACA, is a 
professional non profit organization that has given them resources, food, and funding, 
speakers for their events and networking opportunities. Partnership saying invitation to 
ISACA member exclusive events. This club doesn't cater to general public. But their 
GIM and mission caters to baruch students as a whole. They emphasize professional 
development, not only to they have connections but they’ve also made it a mission to 
help cyber security majors to ease their way into the profession. Discounts to enter 
ISACA conferences. They've had 2 GIMS, and panels. 10 ppl came to their certification. 
41 ppl attended their GIM. Subotnick center used. They've had multiple co-sponsorships 
with FemCode, Pre-Law Society, and Krypto Club. CIA interested in partnering. Clear 
collaboration and they've demonstrated integration.  

3. Carlton: Will you continue to get funding from ISACA if you’re chartered? 
4. President: Yes, as long as the speaker is from ISACA. 
5. Motion to charter Cybersecurity Club 

a) Motion Passes 13-0-1 
 
IV. Derny Fleurima | Executive Vice President 

A. Finally, we are going to do the elections, gave the applicants the opportunity to come to either this 
meeting or the following meeting. Only applicant we have today is Liam. We will be doing 
elections as well. 

1. Isabel: This week we’re having elections for one of the representative senators seat and 
next week we’ll have elections for the vacancy left by Alex.  

2. Carlton: There’s one person here.  
3. Emma: Did the people you reach out to reply saying what day they’re coming?  



4. Derny: No, but they were made aware that one representative senator will be picked 
today. 

5. Emma: Irrelevant but if they came today and didn't make it could they apply again? 
6. Isabel: Yes, because the window open would be for another representative senator. If 

Liam could come up now and do his 60 second speech. 
7. Liam: First 2 years in undergrad college, focus on professional and personal and 

academic development indulged in personal involvement with government and seeing 
other perspectives. I co-created and co chaired the constitutional review committee, 
wallerstein signed our amendment, I would like to continue to represent students to the 
fullest extent.  

8. Isabel: If you guys have any questions? 
9. Emma: If you were to bring anything to the table, what different perspective would you 

bring? 
10. Liam: Although there are only two official meetings left, my official duty will end on 

June 30th. I haven't really involved with government but I will bring in another 
perspective as a transfer. Going around to thousands of students to get them to sign 
amendment, engaged students because they didn’t even know what USG was, I didn't pan 
handled them, we could get them to know who we are and what we could do for them.  

11. Emma: Motion to elect Liam Giordano to representative senator 
a) Motion Passes: 12-0-1 

B. Nominating our VP candidate for Academic Affairs 
1. E-board motions to nominate Carlton as VP of Academic Affairs 

a) Emma: Anymore faculty senate meetings you would be going to? 
b) Carlton: Yes, one this Thursday. 
c) Motion Passes: 13-0-1 

UNFINISHED BUSINESS 

 
 

I. Mark Vilk | Update on video 
A. We’re having a fun time, starting from club hours to now, a lot of people that helped me and 

continue to help me. I appreciate you guys. 
1. Arseny: You're welcome 
2. Isabel: How many scenes do you have done? 
3. Mark: Missing 4 out of the table that I have written up.  
4. Isabel: 6 or 8 done and 4 left? 
5. Mark: Yes, we’ll most likely be done in a week 
6. Andrew: Last senate meeting will we have a viewing? 
7. Mark: Yeah we could do that. If anyone else has any other ideas please let me know. 

 
II. Isabel Arias | Update 

A. Moss wall, officially has a location. This will not need any additional costs year to year. On the 
8th floor how there's a glass staircase huge open wall where it will go. I can send you all a picture. 
Moss preserved inside a glass, it wouldn't be open. Still cool and aesthetically pleasing. Approved 
the vendor and they have bids. Installation process will take 4-6 hours, it will be done in a day.  

1. Andrew: Enclosed in glass entirely? 
2. Isabel: Yes 



3. Andrew: Thought purpose was to bring fresh air. 
4. Isabel: Yes but it was hard to find additional funding for the maintenance costs. Plan is 

just to bring it to BOD now and hopefully get it approved. 

NEW BUSINESS 

 
 

I. Andrew Windsor | Lower MTA fare for Veterans 
A. Recently approached by WWII veteran, reached out to media organization, working with veterans 

office at baruch. Trying to lobby the mta for a lower mta fare for veterans decreasing it to $1.25 
also working on it for cuny students. I will send you guys some of his documents. He goes and 
presents things to the MTA continuously. Planning a protest at the times that the MTA meets. 
Wanted me to pass around the information. There may be something coming from organizational 
support. 

1. Liam: Looking for us to support it theoretically or individual students? 
2. Andrew: Both. Bodies to go and organizational support.  
3. Liam: Spoken to other student organization besides Baruch? 
4. Andrew: Talking to city college, going to talk to marketers of baruch to have a better 

marketing campaign. Right now only reduced for those above 65 but right now we have 
veterans under 65. He’s not trying to do a protest, but this is more of a hearing. He wants 
us to advertise this stuff. Told him we would push this off for a little bit so we could look 
at the documents first.  

 
II. Lin Lin | Class Update 

A. I don’t know how many accounting friends you have, if anyone trying to register for BPL class 
and last accounting class, and I know many want to do that and take an internship. Now the 
department will have one of the BPL classes open for the summer. 8:15-10:45 PM. Spread out the 
word. 

1. Emma: Speaking of classes, there's a change to the math sequence if any first year 
students are confused, you can refer them to me. 

2. Carlton: Teacher increases overall. 
 
III. Arvis Chen | Caribbean Week 

A. Caribbean week officially next week, CSA west indian cultural club started having more events, 
food fair next tuesday during cub hours May 8th in the MPR followed by cultural exposure and 
fashion week which is on Friday.  

 
IV. Erica Yang | WBMB Concert 

A. Erica: WBMB having their concert on Thursday, they're telling me to tell everyone to buy tickets. 
$10 for baruch students and $20 for non baruch students. 

1. Andrew: Did they get approved by BOD? 
2. Isabel: I believe so, I don’t think they went for more.  

ADJOURNMENT 

 
 



I. Motion by Arvis Chen to adjourn Senate Meeting #29 at 7:32 P.M. Motion Passes 13-0-0. 


